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Abstract. We calculate call and hurst hlocking prohahilities (CBP and BBPre
spectively) in a singlelink loss system accommodating service-classes of ON
OFF traffic calls, either of high or low handwidth requirements. To benefit high 
speed calls the handwidth reservation (BR) policy is considered (ON-OFF/BR 
model). Poisson arriving calls enter the system via state ON and may altemate 
hetween states ON and OFF. When a call passes to state OFF it releases the 
handwidth held in state ON which hecomes availahle for new arrivals. When 
the call tries to return to state ON it re-requests its handwidth. If it is availahle a 
new hurst hegins; otherwise, the hurst is hlocked and the call remains in state 
OFF. The CBP/BBP calculation is hased on approximate formulas. 

1 Introduction 

Two bandwidth sharing policies are the most common at call-level: the cornplete 
sharing (eS) and the bandwidth reservation (BR) policy [1]. When calls of different 
service-classes compete for the available bandwidth of a link, under the es policy 
(i.e. calls equally share the link bandwidth upon arrival, without any restriction), this 
Ieads to an unfair bandwidth allocation among the service-dasses. Service-dasses 
with higher bandwidth per call requirements will receive worse call-level QoS, 
namely, call blocking probability (eBP), than other service-dasses accommodated in 
the link with fewer requirements. Usually an equal eBP among the service-dasses is 
desirable; this is achieved with the BR policy. According to the BR policy, some 
fraction of the free bandwidth of the link is reserved to benefit the high speed calls. 

We consider the ON-OFF model of [2] under the BR policy (ON-OFF/BR) and fo
cus on the eBP equalization among the service-classes. According to the BR policy, 
the eBP equalization is achieved when the reserved link bandwidth for a service-dass 
is defined so that the sum of it and the required bandwidth per call of the service-dass 
is the same for all service-dasses. The absence of a product form solution (PFS) [3] in 
the ON-OFF/BR model motivates the necessity for an approximate eBP calculation. 
Tothis end, we rely on the recursive formula of [2] and propose a similar-structured 
formula that achieves satisfactory eBP results. For the BBP calculation, we propose 
an approximate formula, which standsnot only for the BR but also for the es policy. 
For the derivation of this formula we follow the assumption that the population of 
calls of a service-dass inside its reservation space (RS) is negligible [1]. The resultant 
BBP formula is based on the calculation of the average number of calls in the hurst 
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hlocking state space. This calculation (and consequently the BBP) is improved hy the 
method of Stasiak&Glahowski (S&G) [4] that takes into account the average popula
tion of calls inside the service-dass RS that it is not negligihle in reality. 

In section 2 we propose the ON-OFF/BR model. We give an approximate hut re
cursive CBP formula and derive a BBP formula. On the latter we apply the method of 
S&G in order to ohtain hetter BBP results. In section 3 we present numerical and 
simulation CBP/BBP results for evaluation. We condude in section 4. 

2 The Proposed ON-OFF Model under the BR Policy 

Consider a single link of capacity C, accommodating K service-dasses of ON-OFF
type calls. Calls of a service-dass k (k=1, .. . ,K) arrive to the link according to a Pois
son process with mean arrivalrate A., (calls/sec) and require b, handwidth units (h.u). 
The availahle link bandwidth is shared according to the CS policy. A call is accepted 
in the link in state ON, while the occupied link handwidth is characterized real - real 
link. At the end of the ON-period a call of service-dass k releases the b.u that holds 
and may begin an OFF-period with probability (It, or depart from the system with 
prohahility 1-ak. While it is in state OFF, it is assumed that it seizes fictitious hand
width (bk) of a fictitious link with fictitious capacity c·. At the end of the OFF-period 
a call of service-dass k returns to state ON with probability 1. However, in order to 
return to state ON it requires again bk b.u. If C =c', there is always available hand
width forthat call in state ON, i.e. no hurst blocking occurs. If C<c', then if there is 
availahle handwidth in the real link, i.e. if j 1 +bk~C, (where j 1 is the occupied reallink 
handwidth), the call will return to state ON and a new hurst will begin; otherwise the 
burst is blocked and the call will remain in state OFF for another OFF-period. When 
the BR policy is incorporated to the ON-OFF model, a new service-dass k call is ac
cepted in the system with bk b.u., if it meets the following constraints: 

(1) 

(2) 

where tk is the BR parameter of service-dass k, and j 2 is the occupied fictitious link 
bandwidth. 

The second constraint prevents the system from accepting new calls when most of 
the system calls are in state OFF. This model does not have a PFS; therefore the cal-

culation of G(] )' s, is done in an approximate way, according to the recursive for

mula: 
_ 2 K _ _ 

isG(j) = 2: 2: D;,k,s (j- B;,k )P;kG(j- B;,k) 
i=lk=l 

where· - {b . k when j 1 5C-tk and j 2 +j, 5C* -tk 
. D . (j - B . ) = I, ,s 

1' k ' s 1' k 0 otherwise 

(3) 

where, i=1 => state ON, i=2 => state OFF and s =1 => real link, s =2 => fictitious link. 
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{
bk if s = i 

b -
i,k,s - 0 iJ S ::f. i 

B1.k: is the (i, k)th row of ~e (2K X 2) matrix B with entries h1.k.s and B1.k = (h1,k,I bi,k,2); 

p1k: the utilization of the i type link by service-dass k, 

l A.k 

Pik= e;k = (1-u,JfliK 

flik Ak(JK 

(1- (J K )fl2K 

for i=l 

for i=2 

e1k, fl~t : total arrival rate and mean service time of service-dass k calls in t state. 
The CBP of a service-dass k, denoted as Pb, is calculated by: 

k 

(4) 

(5) 

Pbk = I G-1G(]) where G = I Gcj) (6) 

{JIW'l,k,l + jJ)>C-tk] U[(/>J,k,I+ )J+ h)>C* -tk]} je Q 

The BBP of a service-dass k, denoted as p*b , is calculated by: 
k 

(7) 

where ] E <:::} { ( iJ :::; C 11 C~/ s :::; C *)) } , Y2i] ), the average population of calls 

of service-dass k in state OFF (when the system state is ] ) determined by ([5]): 

(8) 

and the G<] )'s are calculated by (3). 

To prove (7), if ;;_ ~ is the average number of service-dass k calls in ith state ([2]): 

;;·k·= I P·kG(]-B.k) ... l z, 
(jeQ) 

note the relation between (8) and (9): 

;;-~ = I Y;k (])G(]) 
{JE!J) 

(9) 

(10) 

Multiplying Y2i] ) by the corresponding G(] ) and the service rate in state OFF J12k 

and summing up over the burst blocking space: 
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(11) 

we obtain the following summation: 
.... .... 

I Yzk (J)G(j)f12k 
- * (jEQ ) 

(12) 

By normalizing it (taking into account the whole state space ), we obtain (7). 

The application of the BR policy to the ON-OFF model Ieads to y1k(] ) = 0 when }, 
> C- tk or }2 > c·- }, - tk. Wehave investigated that, depending on the values of tt, 
equation (7) may result in a poor approximation of the BBP. A better approximation 

is obtained when one applies in (7) the method of S&G for the y1k(] ) calculation, ac
cording to the following proposed procedure: 

Calculation of BBP of a service-dass k with t~ 

For the system state j = (j 1 , j 2 ) 

If j 1 ::::; C - tk and j 2 ::::; c* - j 1 - tk then 

Determine y 2k ( ] ) according to Eq ( 8) and Eq. ( 3) . 

endif 

If jreal > C - tk then 

For all service -classes x (x = 1, ... , K , but x ::~; k) 

Y2k ( l) = Y2k ( l) + Y2k ( iJ -bx, }z) 

endif 

endif 

Determine the BBP according to Eq. (7) 

3 Numerical Examples - Evaluation 

Consider a link of (real) capacity C=80 that accommodates three service-classes. The 
traffic description parameters of the service-classes are the following: (A.I> A-2, A-3)= 
(0.05, 0.06, 0.09), (j.l ' Jl~ Jl~ )=(0.5, 1.0, 1.2), (Jl~ ' p' p' )=(0.8, 1.9, 0.9), (bt' b2, 

11 12' 13 21 22' 23 

b3)=(10, 8, 6), (u, u u )=(0.85, 0.9, 0.95). CBP equalization is achieved by using the 
I 2, 3 

BR parameters: (tp t2, t,)=(O, 2, 4). Two cases are exarnined: a) C=C*=80 and b) 
C=80, C*=lOO. In case (a) no hurst blocking occurs, while in case (b) the increase of 
the fictitious capacity results in the hurst blocking occurrence for all service-classes. 
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Each point in the horizontal axis of the figures entitled "arrival rate" has the fol
lowing value: point 1 is (.A.~> ..1.2, ..1.3)=(0.05, 0.06, 0.09), point 2 is (..1. 1, ..1.2, ..1.3)=(0.05, 
0.06, 0.12), ... , point 6 is (.A.~> ..1.2, ..1.3)=(0.05, 0.06, 0.24). Fig. 1 presents for the case (a), 
the analytical equalized CBP of all service-dasses tagether with the analytical CBP of 
each service-dass when the BR policy is not applied. As it was expected from the 
equalization of the CBP, Fig. 1 shows that the BR policy benefits the 1" and the 2nd 
service-dass. Fig. 2 presents the analytical CBP for the case (b) for all service-dasses 
either when the BR policy is applied or not. Simulation CBP results found to be quite 
dose to the analytical CBP results for both cases and therefore they are not presented. 
The increase of the fictitious capacity from 80 to 100 decreases the CBP probabilities 
(more calls pass to state OFF, releasing bandwidth in state ON which is seized by new 
arrivals ); the CBP of Fig. 2 are much lower than those of Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Analytical CBP when C=C*=80 b.u 
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Fig. 2. Ana1ytical CBP when C==80 and C*==100 b.u. 

The increase of the fictitious capacity results in the appearance of BBP for all 
service-dasses. In Table 1 we give both analytical and simulation BBP of all Service
dasses under the BR policy. Simulation results are mean values of 10 runs with 95% 
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confidence interval. The analytical BBP results of the 2"d and 3'd service-dass are ob
tained by either the application of the method of S&G or not. For the l" service-dass, 
however, the application of the method of S&G in the BBP formula does not affect 
the BBP results, since there is no RS for the l" service-dass (t1=Ü). For the 2"d service
class, the method of S&G results in slightly better BBP results compared to the corre
sponding results when the method of S&G is not applied. For the 3'd service-class, the 
method of S&G results in much better BBP results compared to the corresponding re
sults when the method of S&G is not applied. 

Table 1. Analytical and simulation BBP of the ON-OFF model under the BR policy 

P\ P*~ P*b] 
p Analytical Simulation Analytical Anal.S&G Simulation Analytical Anal.S&G Simulation 
1 9.06x10"5 9.59xl0"5 4.67xl0·5 4.69xl0·5 5.62x10"5 2.00xl0"5 2.66xl0"5 3.06xl0·5 

±1.45xlo-5 ±8.90x10"6 ±7.05xl0·6 

2 2.87x10-4 2.77x10"4 1.48x10-4 1.49x10-4 1.58x10-4 6.44xlo·' 8.33x1o·' 9.24xl0·5 

±4.90x10·5 ±3.22xlo-s +9.05x10·6 

3 6.86x10"4 6.35xl0·4 3.54x10-4 3.56x10-4 3.71xl0-4 1.56x10-4 1.96x10-4 2.14x10-4 
±8.5lx10"5 ±3.80x10·5 +1.35xl0·5 

4 1.34xlo-j 1.15x10·J 6.83x10-4 6.87x10-4 7.48x10-4 3.0lxl0-4 3.71x10-4 4.35xl0·4 

±1.32x104 +6.10xlo·5 +l.89xl0·5 

5 2.25x10_, 2.07x10_, 1.12x10·, 1.12xlO_, l.27x10_, 4.87x10-4 5.91x10-4 7.68x10-4 
±1.16x104 ±9.00xl0·5 ±3.46xl0·5 

6 3.38xlo-j 2.98x10-j 1.61x10-j 1.62x10-j 1.77x10-j 6.91x10-4 8.25xl 0-4 9.58xl0"4 

±l.52x10"4 ±8.61xlo-s +4.40x10·5 

4 Conclusion 

We investigate the call and hurst Ievel behavior of service-classes of Poisson arriving 
ON-OFF-type calls to a single link, under the BR policy. We propose the ON
OFF/BR model (recursive CBP and robust BBP formulas). The accuracy of the ana
lytical CBP and BBP results is satisfactory taken as standard simulation results. 
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